Introduction
Multiple-valued decision diagrams (MDDs) are multiple-valued extensions of binary decision diagrams (BDDs). MDDs are useful for designing multiplevalued logic networks; by replacing each node of an MDD with a multiple-valued multiplexer (MUX), we have a multiple-valued network for the function. This BDD has no crossing, which we denote as r-planar. different ordering of the input variables. In this case, however, the BDD is not T-planar, since it has crossings. We say a function has an r-planar BDD if we can draw a planar BDD in a restricted form: Definition 1.1 A BDD in which 1. a 1-edge emerges to the right of the node, 2. a 0-edge emerges to the left, and 3. the constant 1 node is to the left of the constant 0 node is r-planar (restricted-planar) zf zt has no crossings. r-planar graphs are special case of planar graphs. Fig. 1.3 shows a planar BDD that is isomorphic to the BDD in Fig. 1 .2, which is not an r-planar BDD. FPGA design, networks without crossing are quite attractive. Also, in sub-micron LSIs, networks without crossings are desirable, since the delays in the interconnections and crossing are comparable to the delay for logic elements.
In this paper, we identify classes of logic functions whose MDDs and BDDs are r-planar. For these functions, we can easily derive logic networks whose layouts are relatively simple. Initially, we consider unrestricted MDDs and BDDs. Subsequently, we consider reduced ordered MDDs and BDDs that do not contain redundant nodes nor nodes representing the same function.
r-Planar MDDs
In this section, we define multiple-valued input twovalued output functions [ll). Then, we show some classes of functions having r-planar MDDs. These results will be used for the identification of functions having r-planar BDDs in Section 3. As for the definitions for BDDs and MDDs, refer to [l, 3, 
(2.2)
From, (2.1) and (2.2), we have
This shows that the sub-tree for c also represents the same function as b and d . Thus, these three subtrees can be merged into one as shown in Fig. 2 
.3(b).
Note that this operation does not introduce a crossing. It follows that merging two nodes that represent the same function preserves r-planarity. Also, it is clear that the reduction of redundant nodes preserves r-planarity. Hence, we have the lemma. 
Example 2.3 Consider the two-valued input func-
tion: f = x1 V ~q (~3 V 24).
Note that f is a threshold function with the charactefistzc vector

r-planar BDD
In this section, we consider the class of two-valued input two-valued output functions having r-planar ROBDDs. Here, for simplicity, function means twovalued input two-valued output function, unless otherwise noted. Definition 3.1 A complete symmetric decision diagram (Fig. 3.1) 
Lemma 3.3 Let f be a partially symmetric function with respect to X i , where Xi contains ni variables (i = 1 , 2 , . . . , T ) . Then, f is represented by a multiple-valued input two-valued output function
Lemma 3.5 Let sk(x) be a voting function such that
There exists an r-planar ROBDD that produces So(X), S,(X), . . . 7 and S,(X), simultaneously.
(Proof) For n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3, the voting functions are generated as shown in Fig. 3 .5(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Assume that Fig. 3.6(a) is an r-planar ROBDD that generates all the voting functions of n-variables. Then, we can make an Tplanar ROBDD that generates all the voting functions of ( n + 1)-variables as shown in By connecting appropriate terminals between two blocks, we have an r-planar BDD for the function f. 
2) Suppose that
Therefore, 
Conclusion and Comments
In this paper, we presented the concept of r-planar MDDs and BDDs. Then, we showed classes of functions that have r-planar MDDs and BDDs. Throughout this paper, we assumed that l-edges emerge to the right and O-edges emerge to the left. As it result, the realized functions are monotone increasing. By lifting this restriction, we can realize uiiate functions with r -lanar BDDs. Specifically, given a unate function f & ) , we can convert it into a monotone increasing function by complementing variables.
The converse operation of converting a monotone increasing function to a unate function, can be accomplished in the domain of BDDs, by interchanging 0 and 1 latbels on all edges associated with some variable. This is the same as having O-edges emerge to the right and l-edges to the left. Thus, with minor modificaition, the results presented here can be made to apply to unate functions.
For a given monotone increasing function, in most cases, we can find an r-planar BDD among minimum BDDs (Le., BDDs having the least number of nodes), However, some functions require additional nodes to make their BDDs r-planar. In the past, reduction of the number of nodes was the major subject in the optimization of BDDs. However, in implementing multilevel networks directly from the BDDs, the planarity of BDDs is also important, since crossing produces delay in LSIs. It is interesting to extend the theory for the decision diagrams with EXOR operators [13] .
